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Abstract – There is a possibility of open-switch fault of 3-
phase AC-DC PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) converter due to 
some troubles of the switching devices. In this case, the 
converter causes the unbalanced input AC currents including 
harmonics and the ripple of DC-link voltage. This paper 
proposes the phase detection method of open-switch fault and 
the fault-tolerant control algorithm to minimize the unbalance 
of the input AC current and the ripple voltage of the DC-link in 
3-phase AC-DC PWM converter. In particular, open-switch 
fault case of one switch among six switches of PWM converter is 
analyzed. The usefulness of this paper is verified through the 
computer simulation and experimentation, respectively. 
 

Index Terms—Converter, Active rectifier, Diagnosis, Fault 
detection, Fault tolerant control 

I.   INTRODUCTION 
The 3-phase pulsewidth-modulation (PWM) AC-DC 

converter has been increasingly employed in recent years 
owing to its advanced features including sinusoidal input 
current with unity power factor and high-quality dc output 
voltage [1]. It is estimated that about 38% of the faults in 
voltage source conversion system are due to failures of power 
devices such as insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs). 
IGBT failures can be broadly categorized as open-switch 
faults, short-circuit faults, and intermittent gate-misfiring 
faults [2]. 

If short-circuit fault is happened in voltage source 
conversion system, it causes system shutdown. So its source 
is blocked by protection circuits such as circuit breakers and 
fuses. Otherwise, the system is destroyed critically with 
switching and peripheral device damages. On the contrary, 
open-switch fault of the system does not cause system 
shutdown, but degrades its performance. In this case, the 
converter causes the unbalanced input AC currents including 
harmonics and the ripple of DC-link voltage. They may be 
causes of secondary faults. If such abnormal operation lasts 
continuously, accumulated fatigue under unstable operation 
may generate malfunctions of any devices. Accordingly, 
there is high possibility of secondary faults in the converter 
system, load and grid. Therefore, the diagnostic technic of the 
voltage source conversion system is required for monitoring 
and detecting of open-switch fault. 

If faults happen in converter system, an emergency stop 
should be taken generally, and then some treatment should be 
done. But an emergency stop can be impossible in the special 
applications such as semiconductor or steel manufacturing 

process. Therefore, not only the diagnostic technic but also 
the fault-tolerant control must be introduced [3-6]. 

This paper proposes the phase detection method of open-
switch fault and the fault-tolerant control algorithm in 3-
phase AC-DC PWM converter system. Open-switch fault of 
the converter can be obtained by checking angle variation and 
angle of the current in 2-phase stationary reference frame. 
And then, the fault-tolerant control can be performed by 
revising the PWM switching pattern. This tolerance control 
can improve efficiency and power factor of PWM converter 
by reducing the current unbalance and harmonics. Output 
performance also improves from the ripple reduction of the 
DC-link voltage. Therefore reliability of the converter system 
with proposed fault-tolerant control is significantly increased 
due to the improved performance as well as the probability 
reduction of the secondary faults. The attractive feature of the 
proposed method is easily implementated by only changing 
the PWM switching pattern without adding the external 
hardware system. The usefulness of this paper is verified 
through the computer simulation and the experimentation, 
respectively.  

 

II.   DIAGNOSIS OF OPEN-SWITCH FAULT  
3-phase AC-DC PWM converter provides the controllable 

DC-link voltage and unity power factor by high performance 
controller using SVPWM (Space Vector PWM) and the 
synchronous current regulator. This converter with open-
switch fault has different current pattern comparing with 
voltage source inverter (VSI) with open-switch fault, because 
most current paths of AC-DC converter mainly use free-
wheeling diodes except several cases [7-9]. Hence, although 
there is open-switch fault of one switch among six switches 
of PWM converter, either positive current or negative current 
is not perfectly blocked like an inverter case. And the 
distorted current has various shapes according to the DC-link 
voltage, output current and control condition of converter.  

For example, if open-switch fault is happened on top 
switch of a-phase as shown in Fig.1, and the phase currents 
are distorted as shown in Fig.2. The a-phase current is not 
affected during positive half cycle, but is distorted during 
negative half cycle. Because the positive current of a-phase 
flows through diode D1 or switch S4, and the negative 
current of that flows through diode D4 or switch S1. As 
shown in Fig.2, the faulty phase current remains at nearly 
zero in the shaded narrow intervals, since it is impossible to 
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pass both D4 and S1 at the moment. It means that the phase 
current acts as 2-phase conduction mode instead of 3-phase 
conduction mode in the shaded narrow interval. Therefore, 
the open-switch fault can be found by using this phenomenon.  

3-phase input AC current can be represented as (1) in the 
2-phase stationary reference frame.  
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The magnitude and phase angle of (1) are given in (2). 
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In the steady state, the magnitude of the current vector is 

constant, and the phase angle of that rotates constantly at the 
grid frequency. Angle variation of the current vector during 
one sampling period can be derived by (3). 
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where � is the grid frequency, and Ts is sampling period of 
the current regulator. Without the open-switch fault, �� is 
ideally constant. However, with the open-switch fault, �� 

remains around nearly zero during the specific interval as 
shown in Fig.2, because the current vector has a fixed phase 
angle in the 2-phase conduction mode. Fig.3 shows the 
current angles when open fault of one switch among six 
switches is happened. Independent fault detection is possible 
by using superposition principle, because fault of each switch 
appears on each different angle. 

Fig.4 shows flowchart for diagnosis of open switch fault. 
The threshold value of the flowchart can be represented by 
(4).  

sth K T Kω θ= × = × Δ              (4)
 where K is a parameter related to the sensitivity and constant 

value between 0 and 1. If �� lower than threshold value th 
due to the reduction of angle variation, the fault judgment is 
started. If K is high, the detection probability of fault enlarges, 
but the accuracy lower. In contrast, if K is low, the detection 
probability lower, but the accuracy enlarges. A value of 0.5 
can be the most suitable. 

 
Fig.1 3-phase AC-DC converter, with open-switch fault  

in S1 (top switch of a-phase) 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 flowchart for the open-switch fault detection 

 
 

Fig. 3 Current angle in all cases of open-switch fault 

 
Fig.2 Phase currents and current angle before and after open-switch fault 

of a-phase top switch 
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After the fault judgment is started, the angle information 
of the faulty moment is obtained from phase locked loop 
(PLL). And the associated faulty switch can be estimated as 
shown in Table.I. As shown in Fig.4, the event counter is 
reseted at every 30° when the fault index changes. If the 
event counter is higher than an appointed number without the 
fault index change, an open switch fault is detected. The 
following equation shows a relationship between event 
counter(n) and fault inspection time(Tfault). 

/ 6 1, 2,3...fault sT n T nω π= < =         (5)
 Comparison number is also related to the detection 

sensitivity. Hence, if N is high, the accuracy enlarges and 
detection probability is reduced. But, if N is low, the 
accuracy lower and the detection probability enlarges. After 
the fault detection, proper fault-tolerant control is started 
according to the case of fault switch. 

In case of a low load, the detection is possible in both 
region 1 and region 2 of Table.I. However, if the load grows 
increasingly, it can be difficult to detect the open switch fault 
in region 2 of Table.I. Or, if it operate at low power factor, it 
can be difficult to detect in region 1 of Table.I. 
 

III.   PROPOSED FAULT-TOLERANT CONTROL METHOD 
Open-switch fault does not cause the system shutdown, 

but its performance and reliability are degraded. Therefore, 
fault-tolerant control method is proposed to solve this 
problem. In the AC-DC converter using SVPWM, if open-
switch fault is happened, distorted voltage vector appears due 
to addition of unwanted voltage vector. Accordingly, the 
distorted voltage vector should be compensated as original 
vector of reference voltage or nearest vector of that. 

Fig.5 shows SVPWM hexagon for an explanation of PWM 
switching pattern. At normal operation, the expression of 
voltage reference is given below [10-11].  
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T T += +               (6)
 

where Ts is sampling period, T1 and T2 are two active vector 
times, and n is sector number. If open fault of one switch is 

happened, the distorted vector appears during fault region of 
Table.I by adding unwanted vector components as shown in 
(7).  
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where � and � are T1/Ts and T2/Ts in (6), respectively. And � 
is T0/Ts, where To is zero vector time. And F is fault index of 
Table.I. Abnormal vector �VF is added on original vector 
during every fault region. Besides, additional distortion of � 
and � components is generated in start sector and end sector 
of (7). It is because related vector of faulty switch acts as the 
abnormal vector. This distorted voltage vector causes 
distorted currents which have much harmonics and mutual 
unbalance. And they cause a voltage ripple of the DC-link.  

In order to solve this problem, this paper proposes fault-
tolerant control method using discontinuous PWM (DPWM) 
technic [12-14] and additional revision of switching pattern. 
The minimum voltage ripple of DC-link can be achieved by 
restoring or approaching as original reference vector. 
Compensated voltage vector of fault region is given in (8). 
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From DPWM technic, each abnormal vector �VF is 
removed. In addition, �Vn+1/2 and �Vn/2 are reduced in start 
sector and end sector of (8). As a result, normal current 
control is available due to the perfect recovery of reference 
vector in the center sectors of (8). And in the other sectors, 
the current response is increased by partial recovery of 
reference vector. Therefore, unbalance of the currents and 
voltage ripple of DC-link are reduced, and the control 
performance can be improved.  

For example, in case of a-phase open-switch fault, the 
voltage vector can be given in (9) from Table.I and (7) while 
a-phase current is negative.  

TABLE I 
FAULT DETECTION REGIONS, FAULT INDEX AND CURRENT DISTORTION 

REGION DEPEND ON FAULT OF EACH OPEN-SWITCH  

Faulty 
switch 

Detection 
region 1 

Detection 
region 2 

Fault 
index 
(F) 

Current
distortion 

region 
S4 (3�/2, 5�/3) (�/3, �/2) 1 Ia>0

S5 (11�/6, 2�) (2�/3, 5�/6) 2 Ic<0

S6 (�/6, �/3) (�, 7�/6) 3 Ib>0

S1 (�/2, 2�/3) (4�/3, 3�/2) 4 Ia<0

S2 (5�/6, �) (5�/3, 11�/6) 5 Ic>0

S3 (7�/6, 4�/3) (0, �/6) 6 Ib<0

 

 
Fig. 5 SVPWM hexagon 
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Fig.6 show switching patterns of sec3 according to three 
conditions when the reference voltage V* is located at sec3. 
As shown Fig.6(a), the active vector time of V3 and V4 are T1 
and T2, respectively. But the active vector V4 is increased by 
T0/2 because zero vector V7 cannot be produced and acts like 
V4 under the faulty condition of a-phase top switch in sec3 as 
shown in Fig.6(b). The result is the same as sec3 of above 
equation (9). Through the proposed method, the zero vector 
V7 is removed and zero vector V0 is added T0/2 as shown in 
Fig.6(c). The compensation is performed in sec2, sec3, sec4 
and sec5 when the a-phase current is negative. And in sec2 
and sec5, they are compensated additionally to restore the b-
phase voltage reference, because V2 and V6 act as V3 and V5.  

3
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A top
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In sec 3 and sec4, perfect compensation is possible 

because the voltage vector is restored completely. But in sec2 
and sec5, perfect compensation is impossible because only 

one active vector is available. However, if the active vector 
time is adjusted like above, the current response and voltage 
ripple of DC-link can be improved.  

Table.II shows faulted and compensated vectors in the 
open-switch fault condition of a-phase top. This fault case 
does not affect the positive current due to free-wheeling 
diode. So sec1 and sec6 are not applicable. And, Sec2 and 
sec5 are divided into two intervals according to the direction 
of current. Fig.7 shows the whole block diagram of the 
proposed diagnosis and fault-tolerant control of 3-phase AC-
DC PWM converter. 

 

IV.   SIMULATION RESULT 
Computer simulation is performed by using MATAB 

Simulink under the conditions of normal, fault and fault-
tolerance operation. Then the results are compared each three 
cases. Table.III shows simulation parameters and conditions.  

Fig.8 shows 3-phase currents and DC-link voltage 
waveform about three cases. At normal operation, the 
balanced sinusoidal currents and flat DC-link voltage are 
shown in Fig.8 due to normal PWM operation. But after 
open-switch fault of a-phase top, phase current distortion and 
unbalance are generated. The voltage of DC-link also has the 
ripple of grid frequency component. And then, if proposed 

        
(a) Normal switching pattern               (b) A-phase top switch faulty pattern                (c) Revised switch pattern 
 

Fig. 6 Sec3 switch patterns of three operating conditions 

TABLE II 
FAULTED AND COMPENSATED VECTORS IN OPEN-SWITCH FAULT CONDITION OF A-PHASE TOP 

Normal Condition Faulty Condition Fault-tolerant Control 

Sector Vectors 
Abnormal  

Vector 
Vector time Vector time 

Compensation
Performance 

Sec1 V0, V1, V2, V7 NA NA NA NA

Sec2 V0, V2, V3, V7 
NA NA NA NA

V2, V7  V0(T0/2) , V3(T1+T2) , V4(T0/2) V0(T0) , V3(T1/2+T2)  Partially
Sec3 V0, V3, V4, V7 V7 V0(T0/2) , V3(T1) , V4(T2+T0/2) V0(T0) , V3(T1) , V4(T2) Perfectly
Sec4 V0, V4, V5, V7 V7 V0(T0/2) , V5(T1) , V4(T2+T0/2) V0(T0) , V5(T1) , V4(T2) Perfectly

Sec5 V0, V5, V6, V7 
V6, V7 V0(T0/2) , V5(T1+T2) , V4(T0/2) V0(T0) , V5(T1+T2/2) Partially

NA NA NA NA
Sec6 V0, V6, V1, V7 NA NA NA NA
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fault-tolerant control is applied after 0.25[s], the unbalanced 
current and the ripple of DC-link are reduced noticeably. 

Fig.9 shows simulation waveform for the open-switch 
fault detection in the same time as Fig.8. Fig.9(a) represents 
the current angle by using the equation (2). Fig.9(b) also 
represents the variation of the current angle by using the 
equation (3). Before an open-switch fault, the current angle is 
normal with constant variation. But after fault, the current 
angle remains a constant position because the variation is 
nearly zero during the specific interval associated each switch 
fault as shown in Table.I. Fig.9(c) shows a value of the event 
counter compared between equation (3) and (4) like the Fig.4. 
And the fault detection signal is represented when the event 
counter exceeded comparison number as shown in Fig.9. 

Fig.10 shows detailed phase currents and xy-graph of 
Fig.8 according to three conditions. At normal operation, a 
perfect circle is represented. Then under the faulty condition, 
half period has a half circle and the other half has dent circle. 
Also the overall shape is moved down to the bottom. 
However, under proposed tolerance control condition, the 
shape of xy-graph is similar to a circle except 2-phase 
conduction period.  

V.   EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
The experimentation is performed with the same condition 

 
Fig. 7 Block diagram for the proposed fault-tolerant control of 3-phase  

AC-DC PWM converter. 

 
Fig. 10 3-phase currents and dq-axis stationary reference frame currents  

(a) Normal (b) A-phase top switch Fault (c) Fault-tolerant control 

TABLE III 
SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND TEST CONDITIONS 

Input voltage 3	 220[V] Grid frequency 60[Hz]

Reactor 5[mH] DC capacitor 2350[uF]

Reference voltage 400[V] DC load resistor 150[ohm]

Switching 

frequency 
5[kHz] Control format SVPWM 

A-phase top switch 
fault start time 

0.2[s] 
Fault-tolerant 

control start time 
0.25[s] 

 

 
 

Fig. 8 waveforms in three cases (a) phase currents (b) DC-link voltage 
  

 
Fig. 9 Fault detection waveforms (a) current angle (b) angle variation  

(c) count in Fig.4 (d) fault detection signal 
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of previous simulation. Fig.11 shows experimental results for 
fault detection. Fig.11(a) shows phase currents and current 
angle at the normal operation. If the converter has open 
switch fault of a-phase top, the waveform is changed into 
Fig.11(b). At the moment, the variation of current angle is 
like Fig.11(c). And Fig.11(d) shows the detection signal in 
faulty case.  

 

(a)                            (b)

(c)                            (d) 
Fig. 11 Experimental results for fault detection (a) phase currents and current 
angle at normal operation (b) phase currents and current angle at faulty 
condition (c) phase currents and variation of current angle at faulty condition 
(d) Detection signal before and after fault 

 

VI.   CONCLUSION 
This paper proposed the detection method of open switch 

fault and fault-tolerant control method in the 3-phase AC-DC 
PWM converter. At first, the faulty spot was detected by 
using the proposed algorithm through the 2-phase conduction 
phenomenon of open faulty case. And fault-tolerant control 
improved the performance and reliability, because the 
original voltage vector was recovered by avoiding use of the 
faulty switch as possible. This algorithm was easily 
implementated by using only software without additional 
hardware device. The usefulness of this paper was verified 
through the computer simulation and experimentation. 
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